[CD44v and nm23-H1 gene product expression and its clinical significance in human recurrent bladder cancer].
To investigate the expression of the CD44v and nm23-H1 gene products and its clinical significance in human recurrent bladder cancer. The CD44v and nm23-H1 gene products in 45 cases of bladder cancer were analysed quantitatively by flow cytometry and cytoimmunofluorescence staining. The CD44v gene product overexpression and nm23-H1 gene product low expression were correlated with invasive extent and recurrence of bladder cancer (P < 0.05). The correlation coefficients between CD44v gene product and nm23-H1 gene product were gamma = -0.2876 in bladder cancer. The correlation coefficients between CD44v gene product and nm23-H1 gene product were gamma = -0.4238 in recurrent bladder cancer. The expression of CD44v and nm23-H1 gene product cooperated in growth and progress of bladder cancer. Both CD44v and nm23-H1 gene products were an objective indication of invasive extent and recurrence of bladder cancer.